Today’s business owners are faced
with an increasing demand on their
time and little opportunity to apply
additional resources without
significantly impacting overhead costs.
PBS Managed Services addresses
these concerns by offering outsourced
management for several customer
communication and retention services.
Contact us today to see how we can
assist you in improving your current
customer retention and provide the
tools you need to retain or regain the
customer activity you’ve worked so
hard to establish.
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Managed Services group, we use a unique blend of several profit
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customers in today’s competitive market – with virtually no

with our service programs in a solution tailored to
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PBS Managed Services can be
implemented as a single event
program, or as part of a larger
business strategy. They can be
used independently or combined
together to provide a powerful
solution to your Customer
management and ongoing
communication plans.

All of our applications are accessible
– Independent

from anywhere, anytime through
your web browser. As a Premier

resources audit the way the incoming or outbound calls are being

Gold Certified Microsoft Partner

answered. Sales representatives are introduced to the steps

PBS enjoys the closest working

needed to successfully negotiate a telephone encounter and

relationship available with

book the appointment. When a clear signal to buy is not

Microsoft. All PBS applications

responded to, or when calls are scored below a pre-set total, the

are developed from the ground

dealership’s management team is notified for immediate follow-

up to embrace the most current
Windows technology.

up or coaching assistance. If just one lost opportunity is
reclaimed, the program pays for itself. Available as a self-serve
monitoring platform, or as a full-service offering where we provide
the ears to listen on your behalf.
– When a full scale CRM is too
much, and a paper log is too little, we have the right solution for
you.
All PBS Managed Services
programs include easy to read

ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

reporting relating to your return
– By applying

designated toll-free numbers to specific long term or short term
advertising campaigns, dealers are able to track consumer
response and gauge which mediums and messages are most
affective for the dealership. When combined with our Gold
Monitoring service, this total solution provides a full service option
for auditing and managing Sales activity that keeps the team
accountable 100% of the time.

on investment, including (where
applicable) inefficient advertising
sources, weakness in sales skills,
reclaimed revenue, and campaign
performance / penetration levels
relating to your outbound sales
and service activity.

